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Thomas rolls to the rescue after some mischievous monkeys let the animals loose from a visiting

circus. Boys ages 3 to 7 will love this early reader featuring their favorite Thomas & Friends engines.
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Ordered because my 2 year old daughter loves most things Thomas and Friends. This, however,

does not go over well. The cover implies a visit to the zoo, but it is a circus visit instead. The animals

look rather scary and menacing to a young child and to myself. We will donate it and hope it doesn't

repel other little minds.

Another great Step into Reading book! My boys love Thomas so we are collecting all the ones we

don't have yet. This will aid with reading, phonics and sight word skills and your child won't even

know they are learning! My son memorizes the words and he's only 3. These are great quality and

will last thru passing them down from child to child..

The story is very simple and short. My son loves this book due to the fact that it has Thomad mostly!

The illustrations are nice, but if you're looking for a longer bedtime read for your kids, not the best

choice. It would be good for a new reader though...short and simple



If your child likes Thomas, and likes stories, this book is for you. My son is 2 and loves to be read to.

I found that this book was an excellent choice b/c it's simple for him to follow, the illustrations are

great and it's a quick read for bedtime or naptime. This is a must for any little fans of Thomas and

Friends.

Bought this book for my 2 year old son who loves all things Thomas. Honestly the story is all over

the place. It is about a circus but really not a good flow. My son likes it but doesn't seem to love it

like all his other Thomas books.

These are pretty lame-- the story content and the art are both weak, compared to the original

Thomas material. I don't know who's responsible for writing and art now but I'd rather give my kid

something better to read than this.

Reminded him of the Curious George stuff he reads, he followed along, used to to show different

animals he is learning. Nothing else to say, its just a book for kids, not the next great American

novel

Our 2 year old son is going through a Thomas phase and these books are great. Easy to read (mom

and dad don't have to spend forever reading books) and the pictures are big, bright, and easy to

follow.
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